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                        Landing Page About
[section][section-item][row][column 8]In 2014, the U.S. Department of Energy and NRECA recognized the pressing need for a complete cybersecurity solution for the vulnerabilities of our nearly 900 electric cooperatives.
                    
Since then, Essence has been built from the ground up, by a world-class development team on behalf of NRECA and its co-ops.
                    
[/column] 
[column 4][image: ][/column] 
                       [/row] 
                       [/section-item] 
                       [/section] 
                   It is both a “black box” sensing technology that measures the continuous behavior of OT and grid physics data and a visualization and monitoring tool that allows users to interact with real-time operational data and receive immediate notice of anomalous issues that could indicate a breach or simply threat exposures.
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                      What Co-ops Need to Know
                    

                  
                
                
                  
                    Top Content
 The Essence team's vision is to leverage the cooperative model and build strength in numbers to rapidly diminish the cyber threat surface across the assets of NRECA's member base and beyond. In an effort to best serve its members, NRECA is now offering Essence as a commercial product available to any co-op that wants market-leading OT protection while retaining ownership and control over their own data.
Both the Department of Energy and NRECA have established programs to offer financial support to help co-ops deploy OT monitoring solutions quickly, intelligently and cost-effectively. The Essence team can help you navigate your co-op's decision process, and work with you to leverage available financing programs to stay within your budgeting constraints.
Why are the DOE and NRECA taking such efforts to support you with OT Monitoring? The answer is simple: We have to stay ahead of the rapidly growing frequency and sophistication of malicious cyber attacks. The safety and security of our members depends on it.
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                    Landing Page Middle
[section][section-item][row][column 6]In this episode of The Insider’s Guide to Energy podcast, NRECA's Shaun Chaney, technical account manager on the Essence team, discusses the difference between IT and OT cybersecurity while describing how the Essence platform can keep our critical infrastructure protected from digital adversaries.
            
[/column] 
[column 6][youtube url="https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DlsTHuhBMhuw%26t%3D5s" /] 
[/column] 
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           [/section-item] 
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                    If you believe your utility would benefit from Essence's protection or you simply would like to learn more about the product, please visit the main Essence webpage on electric.coop by clicking the link below.
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For questions, please email us at essence@nreca.coop.
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